Beall Concert Hall Sunday afternoon
5:00 p.m. March 19, 2006

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

**Soprano**
Jersey Knights*
Tayla Biehler
Cadence Griffith
Jessica Conlee
Alex McDonald
Emmamale Almrath
Crystal Ryan
Katrina Morehouse
Jennifer Joyce
Ashley Ehlers
Kellie Perez
Brittany Booher
Amy Tai
Kaitlyn Egbert
Sarah Shull
Tali de Assis
Danielle Sowards
Siena Ranuio-Nunes
Lydia Ruiz
Jakki Pilcher
Ashley Piper
Maile Warrington
Saranthorn Komonsuwan
Michele Taylor
Roxy Allen
Ashley Stephenson
Dawn Cole

**Alto**
Patricia Haggerty*
Marah Gannaway
Alex Poling
Achshall Jacob
Ashley Nesmith
Melinda Von-Reis
Shante Stuart
Ashley Callier-Wells
Ava Schmidt
Dawn Matsuoka
Vivienne Dersin
Molly Finlayson
Cimone Campbell
Jennifer Kim
Janet Kim
Paula Byun
Janice Son
Amy Burke
Ami Matsuzawa
Hoyan Law
Katrina Li
Erica Cheung
Annie Komiya
Rita Ogbema
Traci Campbell
Yvonne Stubbs
Lindsey Reightley
Lauren Welch
Jennifer Shyn
Greer Gonerka
Laurel Pasquali
Morgan Tabizon*
Neil Thurston
Myeshia Cleveland
Sara Luther
Sean Tittle
Solomon Rexius
Andiel Brown
Clifton Rains
Tommy Selling
Casey Mulvihill
Joel Reynolds
Brittnie Harper
Jeff Mott
Chung Han
Raymond Yang
Peter Choi
Robin Kim
Gun Bahng
Tremaine Thompson
Casey Izdepski
Constance Hansen
Andrew Mosman
Jason Floyd
Ivyry Stephen

**Tenor**
Morgan Tabizon*
Neil Thurston
Myeshia Cleveland
Sara Luther
Sean Tittle
Solomon Rexius
Andiel Brown
Clifton Rains
Tommy Selling
Casey Mulvihill
Joel Reynolds
Brittnie Harper
Jeff Mott
Chung Han
Raymond Yang
Peter Choi
Robin Kim
Gun Bahng
Tremaine Thompson
Casey Izdepski
Constance Hansen
Andrew Mosman
Jason Floyd
Ivyry Stephen

---

GOSPEL SINGERS PERSONNEL

**Soprano**
Tayla Biehler
Jersey Knights
Cadence Griffith
Katrina Morehouse
Jennifer Joyce
Kellie Perez
Ashley Ehlers
Brittany Booher
Alex McDonald
Lydia Ruiz

**Alto**
Marah Gannaway
Dawn Cole
Rita Ogbema
Ashley Callier-Wells
Greer Gonerka
Mariah Korinek
Lauren Welch
Ashley Nesmith
Shante Stuart
Ashley Piper

**Tenor**
Morgan Tabizon
Neil Thurston
Solomon Rexius
Andiel Brown
Justin Medlen
Erin Swartz

---

UNIVERSITY
GOSPEL ENSEMBLES
Cedric Weary, director
Tayla Biehler, directors assistant (choir)
Sahmnie Yun, directors assistant (band)
assisted by

**Zak, bass**
**Jerry, guitar**
**John, drums**
**Ben, piano**
**Leon, percussion**

**Gospel Horns:**
Chris, trumpet
Michael, alto sax
Sarah K., viola

**Gospel Strings:**
Derek, trombone
Sarah O., violin

---

106th Season, 98th program

---

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE

Beall Concert Hall
Sunday afternoon
5:00 p.m.
March 19, 2006

---

* * *

---

O UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
PROGRAM

GOSPEL CHOIR

My Desire    Kirk Franklin/Hezekiah Walker
             arr. Cedric Weary
             Neil Thurston, soloist

Come Into His Presence    The Detroit Mass Choir
                         arr. Cedric Weary
                         Christin Hael, soloist

Lookin’ Out For Me    Kirk Franklin
                      arr. Cedric Weary

STUDENT PROJECTS

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE

Lookin’ For You    Kirk Franklin
                   arr. Cedric Weary

I’m Gonna Wave My Hands    Brent Jones
                          arr. Cedric Weary
                          Neil Thurston & Yvonnne Stubbs, soloists

Better    Kirk Franklin

INTERMISSION

GOSPEL CHOIR

My Desire Reprise    arr. Cedric Weary

Holy Ghost High    Brent Jones
                   arr. Cedric Weary
                   Eddie May, Lexis Clay-Weary, & Christin Hael, soloists

I believe    John P. Kee
             arr. Cedric Weary
             Cedric Weary, soloist

GOSPEL SINGERS

Rain Down    Angie Stone/Eddie Levert Sr.
             arr. Cedric Weary
             Marah Gannaway & Neil Thurston, soloists

He Still Loves Me    Beyoncé/Walter Williams Sr.
                     arr. Cedric Weary
                     Morgan Tabizon & Lindsey Reightley, soloists

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE

Come ye Broken Hearted    Kirk Franklin
                         arr. Cedric Weary
                         Solomon Rexius, soloist

Work On Me    Tonex
               arr. Cedric Weary
               Andiel Brown & Dawn Cole, soloists

* * *

GOSPEL CHOIR PERSONNEL

Soprano    Alexandra Meyer
           Maria Avila
           Cara Zwich
do
           Christy Austin
           Paige Ridinger
           Kelsey Connell
           Chelsea Mattson
           Rachel Weintraub
           Claire Clark
           Kaydie MaeNichols
           Christie Jones
           Yoojin Jang
           Yoonhye Oh
           Jennifer Shyn
           Nayung Kang
           Trinity Bernier-N.
           Laurel Pasquali
           John Shue
           Derryn Wessels
           Lexis Clay-Weary
           Andrew Strickland
           Shauna Kent
           Will Ganser
           Eddie May
           John Wright
           Mike Principe
           Brendan Anderson
           Cade London
           Kenji Yoshiya
           Adam Noack
           Peter Kang
           Sungmin Cho
           June Ho Chung
           San Koh
           SooHan Park
           Chi-Chia Lee
           Ming-Hung Chi
           Chun-hao Lai
           Dan Walton
           Akihito Saito

Tenor

Nam An*
Hansol Shin
Jusuk Shin
Hyungsuk Sim
Tetsuya Fumimoto

Alto

Kelly Nardo*
Marissa Internicola
Rachel Thayer
Sarah Connell

* section leader